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INDIVIDUAL TACTICS 

A NECESSITY FOR TEAM TACTICS 

OFFENSIVE TACTICS 

To create a scoring chance or to advance the puck to a 
better position 

DEFENSIVE TACTICS 

To prevent scoring chances 



OFFENSIVE TACTICS 

OFFENSIVE ZONE 

SCREENING 

Used when there are shots from the point 

-screen the goalie at the right time, use the element of 
surprise 

-be in front of and tight to the goalie (watch the crease) 

-head on a swivel so you know where the goalie is 

-tripod - stick on the ice, feet apart, hold your ground, 
stick free 

PLAY IN THE TRENCHES 



TIP-INS 

3 types 

1. off the screening position 

2. off to the side of the net 

3. moving through the scoring area as the shot is taken 

off the screening position 

-deflect with the stick on the ice 

-follow puck after tip and look for the rebound 

-push off the defender to create open space 



REBOUNDS 

KEYS 

- follow your shot 

-stick on the ice 

-anticipate and drive to where the rebound will go 

-adjust your body to the puck 

- constant pursuit of the puck 

ONE TIME SHOOTING 

KEYS 

• -find space in the scoring area 

-quick release with short back swing 

-passer - for left shot pass to left leg 
-for right shot pass to right leg 

-off wing - pass across the body, shooter pivot and shoot 



SHOOTING IN MOTION 

KEYS 
-keep feet moving (tough skill - coordination takes time) 

-when getting around or away from a defender 

-quick release 

-shoot through a screen 

-follow the shot with acceleration and speed 

WALKOUTS 

KEYS 
-from behind the net two ways 

1. feet parallel, lead with the inside leg, this blocks the 
goalies stick 

-stick well out, puck on toe to create an angle to the far 
side of net 

-continue across net if no opening to pull goalie off post 
and slide puck back to where goalie was 

2. feet with heels together and toes out 



SHOT FROM THE TOP 

KEYS 

-avoid the checker 

-shoot low to the middle of the net 

-use any shot with a quick release 

-keep head up so you know where your players are 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 

ESCAPES 

-rather than slapping the puck away defence should use 
evasive moves 

-tight turn with head fake or fake shot 
-reverses with power turn 

-cut the net tight 
-fake wrap around and reverse 

important: need support from D partner or F's to be 
outlets 



PUCK AROUND THE BOARDS 

3 TYPES 

1 - on hard rim, direct puck from front skate jammed 
against the boards to the stick 

2. - chip puck past the pinching D 

3 - turning into the boards and taking the puck on the 
backhand, then moving with it or passing to support 

OFFENSIVE TACTICS 

Offensive tactics include timing, to be at the right place at 
the right time. This is done by taking ice, therefore, 

slowing down, delaying, moving to space, stretching, 
jumping to position. 

These tactics create opportunities by creating passing 
lanes, if you want the puck create the lane 



DEFENSIVE TACTICS 

OFFENSIVE ZONE 

PRESSURE CHECKING 

-taking away time and space on the forecheck 

-F1 moves quickly, angles, makes physical ccontact and 
pins 

-F2 reads pressure and moves to posses puck 

ANGLING 

-close quickly 

-take mid-ice away and angle to outside making puck 
carrier go wide 

• -eliminate cut back by making your body big with stick 
out taking away ice 

-once puck carrier goes wide, close gap quickly and finish 
check 



CONTAIN CHECKING 

- a delay forecheck tactic with the need for patience, good 
lateral movement to angle the attack to the outside 

-need good support from other teammates • 

-forces the puck carrier to slow down the attack 

NEUTRAL ZONE 

Forwards 

INSIDE OUT FORECHECK BY FORWARD 

-in the neutral zone the closest F angles puck carrier to 
the outside and takes away passing options of D to D or 

up the middle 

BACKCHECKING THE OFF WING 

-turn toward the off wing 

-get slightly ahead or shoulder to shoulder with the 
offensive player 

-assume inside positioning 



-this detennines where you want the offensive player to 
go 

-make contact with the player using stick or glove to get 
their attention 

-communicate to the D you have your man 

-option - player cuts to the middle in the neutral zone 
a) stay with him 

b) stay in your lane and pick up another F 

-force the player offside at the blueline 

-go to the net with the player and eliminate the stick 

-player goes to the slot stay with them 

-initial rush is over adjust to your DZC 



Defencemen 

TIGHT GAP 
-play close to the attacker, adjust to the players speed and 

skill 

-tight gap takes away time and space 

-meet attacker near the blueline area, forcing them to the 
outside, line the outside shoulder up to the inside of the 

attackers shoulder 

DEFENSIVE ZONE 

FRONT OF THE NET 

-stay by your opponent between your net and the player 
(stick length away) 

- do not get tied up with the your check 

-allows you to jump to loose pucks or pressure puck 
carrier 

-use stick lift, stick between the legs and hand on the 
shoulder or quick push away from crease when the puck 

is arriving 
-ride your check if possession is in doubt 



BLOCKING SHOTS 

-with the stick by tipping puck at shot contact 

-with the body by leaving feet, stacking the legs in the 
direction of the puck, keep back of hand on top of the 

upper leg. 

-keep your head and upper body going at the body of the 
shooter 
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